
Automated Maintenance Tracking for the 
Trucking Industry

The trucking industry is a vital part of the global economy, responsible for the transportation of 
goods across vast distances. However, with this comes the need for regular maintenance of 
the trucks and trailers used in this industry. Regular maintenance is essential to ensure the 
safe and efficient operation of the vehicles, as well as to extend their lifespan.

INTRODUCTION

Challenges

One of the main challenges faced by the trucking industry is the sheer size of the fleets 
involved. Keeping track of maintenance schedules for dozens or even hundreds of vehicles was 
a daunting task.


Trucking fleets operate under heavy loads and high-mileage conditions, leading to accelerated 
wear and tear on vehicles.

Adhering to strict maintenance schedules for a large number of trucks was challenging and 
time-consuming for fleet managers.

Unplanned downtime and costly repairs also impact delivery schedules and profitability.
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Solutions

Fleet reminder provides a solution to these 
challenges by automating the process of tracking 
vehicle maintenance schedules.

Provided reminders based on mileage, engine 
hours, or time intervals to prompt maintenance 
tasks such as oil changes, tire rotations, and brake 
inspections.


Collected real-time data on vehicle health and 
performance, triggering maintenance reminders 
accordingly.

Customize the software to prioritize critical 
maintenance tasks, such as engine and 
transmission checks, that impact vehicle safety 
and longevity.

Enable automated notification systems, such as 
email or SMS alerts, to ensure fleet managers and 
technicians are promptly informed of upcoming 
maintenance requirements.

Integrate with the supply chain management 
system to align maintenance schedules with 
delivery schedules, optimizing truck availability 
and minimizing downtime.
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Reminder Rule

Weight Sensor Notification SMS

Reminder Name Tire Inspect

Reminder Type Tire Change 

Reminder Every Month 1

Notify Before(x) Days 5 

Every(x) Distance 5000

Notify Before(x) Distance 1000

Every(x) Engine Hour 52

Notify Before(x) Engine Hour 40

About 15 days from now

Next Due

Maintenance Reminder

Due SoonTire Rotation
Every 180 days

GJ 15 CM 1516



Related Use Cases

Emergency Fleet Maintenance Made Easy 
with Automated Reminders

Optimizing Construction Fleet Maintenance 
with Reminder Software
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Results

Reduced Downtime – By keeping vehicles in good 
working order, companies reduced downtime, 
lowered repair costs, and extended the lifespan of 
their fleets. This, in turn, helped to improve safety on 
the roads and enhance the overall efficiency of the 
trucking industry.

Streamline Maintenance Operations – Additionally, 
the use of maintenance reminder software helped to 
streamline maintenance operations, freeing up time 
and resources for other tasks.
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